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ABSTRACT 

First, the demonstration of Bell's theorem, i.e. of the non-local character of quantum 
theory, is spelled out using the EPR criterion of reality as premises and a gedanken 
experiment involving two particles. Then, the EPR criterion is extended to include 
quantities predicted almost with certainty, and Bell's theorem is demonstrated on these 
new premises. The same experiment is used but in conditions that become possible in 
real life, without the requirements of ideal efficiencies and zero background. Very high 
efficiencies and low background are needed, but these requirements may be met in the 
future. 
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Bell's Theorem Based on a Generalized 

EPR criterion of Reality 

Introduction. 

The goal of this article is to describe a "feasible" experiment and to use it 
in conjunction with a suitable criterion of reality to prove that the predictions 
of quantum theory cannot be reproduced by any "local realistic" theory (Bell's 
theorem [l]). The premises of the demonstration are the Einsiein-Podolsky-Rosen 
criterion for the existence of elements of reality [2] (for short: the EPR criterion 
of reality), extended to circumstances where predictions cannot be made with 
absolute certainty. The experiment is "feasible" in so far as it does not require an 
ideal equipment with, for instance, fully efficient cou. ters, perfect beam splitters, or 
zero background. For pedagogical purposes, the demonstration is first carried out 
on the basis of the original EPR criterion of reality in the context of a "gedanken" 
experiment involving ideal equipment. 

Predictions with certainty are well suited to make the concept of reality an 
acceptable one. When several outcomes of a measurement are possible and each 
of these outcomes has just a probability of occurrence, it is difficult to sort out 
which part of the uncertainty is due to the observed system itself, which part to 
the measurement process, and which part to the observer's lack of knowledge. On 
the contrary, when, at some time i, predictions can be made with certainty, there is 
only one outcome possible and it seems inescapable that, at that time r, a complete 
description of the system itself must involve an element of reality corresponding to 
that certain observation. This is why the EPR criterion, based on predictions with 
full certainty, is so attractive when "reality" has to be invoked. After Bell's theorem 
was demonstrated in the context of deterministic hidden-variable theories [1][3], 
and after it was generalized to include probabilistic theories [4][5][6], the theorem 
was demonstrated again using the EPR criterion to make its conclusion even more 
unquestionable [7]. 

Unfortunately, predictions with absolute certainty, i.e., actually 100% proba
bility, do not exist in nature. There is always a more or less remote possibility 
that even a strong prediction is not fulfilled. Demonstrations of Bell's theorem 
that deal with probabilistic predictions either invoke hidden variables [1](3], or use 
predictions far from the predictions with certainty which make the EPR criterion 
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so attractive [4][5][6]. This article demonstrates the theorem with quantities pre
dicted almost with certainty, using an experiment that is "feasible", at least in the 
future, when counter efficiencies are improved to become dose (though not nec
essarily equal) to one, and when background is reduced enough to be effectively 
negligible. 

The plan of the article is the following. The experiment is described and the 
probabilities of its various outcomes are evaluated from quantum theory assuming 
the equipment to be ideal. These predictions are then shown to be incompatible 
with locality as it can be defined using the EPR criterion of reality. Later we 
extend the criterion of reality and the definition of locality in order to make the 
demonstration again with the same experiment but a non-ideal equipment. 

Description of the Experiment . 

The display of the experiment used as an example is shown on Fig. 1. It is very 
similar to the one of Ref. [8]. Two coherent photons are injected into the apparatus. 
They could be generated, for instance, by down conversion of a u.v. photon in a 
non-linear {\2) crystal1. Their frequencies are chosen to be the same (by a suitable 
choice of angles of observation), and their polarizations to be perpendicular to the 
plane of the figure. The apparatus contains mirrors, some of them partially silvered 
(beam splitters). The output photons are detected in one of the counters CL or Dj,, 
on the left, and CR or DR, on the right. We assume these counters can distinguish 
one photon from two photons arriving at the same time, as it can be realized, for 
instance, using image amplifiers instead of photomultipliers. 

Both beam splitters BSL and BSR can be removed, allowing us to define four 
different setups: 

[on-onj: with both beam splitters in place; 

jon-off]: with BSL in place and BSR removed; 

[ofF-on]: with BSL removed and BSR in place; 

[off-ofF]: with both beam splitters removed. 

In each setup, there are six possible outcomes to a measurement on the left (on 
the right): 

'The use of two-particle interferometry with two photons from down conversion to test Bell's 
inequalities has already been proposed, for instance in Ref. [9] 
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2CL (2CR): two photons detected on the left (right) in CL {CR); 

CDL (CDR): two photons detected on the left (right), one in CL {CR) and 
one in DL {DR); 

2DL {2DR): two photons detected on the left (right) in DL {DR); 

ICL {ICR): one photon in CL {CR), none in DL {DR); 

IDL {IDR): one photon in DL {DR), none in CL {CR); 

07L (O711): no photon in CL {CR) and no photon in DL {DR). 

Therefore there are thirty-six combinations of outcomes on the left with outcomes 
on the right. 

The Predictions of Quantum Theory. 

In this section, the probabilities for the thirty-six combinations of outcomes, in 
each of the four setups, are evaluated from quantum theory. The calculations are 
done with the hypothesis of an ideal equipment: detectors 100% efficient, also in 
their capability to distinguish one photon from two, perfect beam splitters, and no 
background. 

As shown on Fig. 1, the two photons exiting from the non-linear crystal are in 
a state referred to as SLSR. Each one of these photons encounters a beam splitter, 
BSO,L for SL and BSO,R for SR. The beam splitters are constructed in such a way 
that 1/3 of the wave gets transmitted, (i.e si turns into u& and SR into UR), while 
2/3 of the wave gets reflected, (i.e. SL turns into VL and SR into VR). Other 
ratios between reflection and transmission also make the experiment suitable for 
the demonstration of the theorem (see appendix for a detailed calculation). 

The two-photon state after BSO,L and BS0,R is: 

il> = l/3{uL + t\/2~vL)(uR + i\/2vR). (1) 

The beams labeled VL and VR, reflected by BS0,L and BSO,R respectively, cross 
at the point P, where there is yet another beam splitter BSp. This beam splitter 
transmits 1/2 of each wave and reflects the remaining 1/2. 
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VL -» ~jz(w* + ""*•) ' ( 2 ) 

V5V W* -* —7ziy>L + WH) • (3) 

After point P, the beams WL and WR result from the interference of contributions 
from both vi and VR, and the two-photon state 0/> can be written as : 

V>/> = l/3(ti£ - ufc + «'i»/i)(u/i - u>* + *ufc) 
= l/3(uj,ufi - ULU>JI - WIUA) + i/3(ui«?L - t»i,u»L + UAU>A - tc/jtt;/?) 

(4) 

where the states WLWL and WRWR are normalized to 2 in order to satisfy Bose 
statistics. 

Whatever the setup, [on-on], [on-off], [off-on], or [off-off], the terms ULWL and 
WLWL in Eq. (4) contribute only to probabilities of outcomes with two photons on 
the left and none on the right, with a total probability of 1/3; the terms URWR 

and WRWR contribute only to no photons on the left and two on the right, with a 
total probability of 1/3 too. Individual probabilities are computed from Eq. (4). 
The terms ULUR, ULWR, and WIUR contribute to probabilities of outcomes with one 
photon on the left and one on the right, with a total probability of 1/3. Individual 
probabilities depend on the particular setup. They are computed below and shown 
in Table 1. 

In setup [off-off], without any beam splitter in front of the counters, 

(5) 

(6) 

<7) 

(8) 

The two-photon state is now: 

^ojj-ojj = 1/3(CLC« - CIAR - <ILCR) 

+ i/3{cLdL + CRdR-dLdL-dRdR), (9) 
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Table 1: Relative probabilities of outcomes in the four setups (i.e. absolute proba
bilities x36) with ideal equipment. Blanks, whether underlined or not, *, x, and 
0 all mean zero. The symbols *, x, 0, , and_l_ mark the squares corresponding 
to outcomes relevant to the demonstration. 

where the states d^di and </jt<fa are normalized to 2, as they will be also in the equa
tions to come. From Eq. (9) one derives the numbers of Table 1 for setup [off-off]. 

In the other setups, beam splitters BSL and/or BSR are on. Each one transmits 
1/2 of each wave and reflects the remaining 1/2. Here one should use different 
values for these ratios if different ratios than 1/3 and 2/3 have been used for BSQL 

and BSOR (see appendix for details). There are beam shifters on path WL {WR) to 
adjust the sum of optical lengths of vL and wL (VR and WR) to be almost equal to 
the optical length of UL (UR) except for a 90° phase shift on WL and WR. 

Then, when BSL is "on", 
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and, when BSR is "on", 

tt« -» -7z(c* + i d * ) » (1 2) 

In setup [on-off], i.e. when £&. is W and BSR is "off", Eqs. (7), (8), (10), and 
(11) are good. Then, 

tf«—// = —-j=k-CL&R + 2»di.ciI - iifcdji) 

+ -Z(-CL<IL + »c/Kfo + "Mr, - "forf/i) (14) 

Similarly, in setup {off-on], Eqs. (5), (6), (12), and (13) are good. 

V»«//-<m = -r-7=(2icidR-dLCR-idLdR) 

+ x("fc«fe - cRdR - idLdL + idRdR) ; (15) 

and, in setup [on-on], Eqs. (iv), (11), (12), and (13) apply. 

ton-on = -(-CLCR + iCLdR + idLCR-3dLdR) 

o 

+ 3(ctrfz. + ca<fo + idiA + idRdR) . (16) 

From these equations, one derives the probabilities of Table 1 for setups [on-off], 
[off-era], and [on-on]. 

Bell's Theorem with Ideal Equipment. 

Assuming the predictions of Table 1 to be correct (quantum theory true and 
perfect equipment), we will establish conditions under which a local theory can 
describe elements of reality in the experiment described above and we will show 
that we arrive at a contradiction. Elements of reality are assumed to exist if the 
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criterion of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen [2] is satisfied : 

EPR Criterion : "If, without in any way disturbing a system, we can 
predict with certainty, (i.e. with probability equal to unity) the value 
of a physical quantity, then there exists an element of physical reality 
corresponding to this physical quantity." 

According to this criterion, for an element of reality to exist, it is not necessary 
that the corresponding physical quantity be measured later on, it is enough that 
it be predicted with certainty. It does exist even if something else is measured 
instead. The criterion of reality implies a relationship between elements of reality 
and values taken by physical quantities : 

Implied Property : If the same element of reality exists in two different 
setups where the physical quantity is measured and if the element is 
not disturbed by the operation of changing one setup into the other, 
the corresponding physical quantity will take the same value in the two 
setups. 

If a theory is causal, neither the outcomes of a measurement performed at time I nor 
the elements of reality existing at time t are disturbed by changing the experimental 
conditions at times > t. 

Consequence of causality : If two setups differ only by experimental 
conditions at times > r, the distributions of elements of reality are the 
same in the two setups and the theory predicts the same distributions 
of outcomes of measurement at times < t . 

If the theory is not only causa/ but local, an element of reality can be given a 
location in space, which is the location where the corresponding physical quantity 
will be measured. Neither the outcome of a measurement nor an element of reality 
at one location is disturbed, at least instantaneously, by changes in experimental 
conditions at another location. In the experiment considered in this article, let us 
assume that the path length of the photon on the right is just a little longer than 
the one on the left, and that the measurement on the right takes place a very short 
time after the one on the left. Let us assume further that the difference in times 
between the two measurements is so small that switching the beam splitter on the 
left off or on cannot affect the measurement on the right. Let us consider a time ii 
just before the measurement on the left and use of the implied property : 
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Consequence of locality: If two setups differ only by experimental con
ditions on the left and at times > I I , the same elements of reality on 
the right will produce the same observations in both setups. 

These properties will be shown to be incompatible with the probabilities of 
outcomes given in Table 1. 

Let us consider the events where the result \CL (one photon in Ct , none in 
DL) has been seen, on the left, with beam splitter BSL on. Let us call the samples 
formed by these events : 5. in setup [on-off] and 5_ in setup [on-on]. 

1. In the events of sample 5. (setup [on-off]), the outcome on the right is neces
sarily IDR, since the observation of \CL is common to all these events and, 
according to Table 1 for setup [on-off], \DR is the only outcome on the right 
that, associated with \CL on the left, has a non-zero probability. All other 
combinations, marked with a * in the table, have zero probability. Therefore 
the result \DR can be predicted with certainty at time ZJJ, just before the 
measurement on the right, because, at time tR, \CL has already been seen. 

2. In the events of sample S», at time tR, there exists an element of reality corre
sponding to the measurement on the right with BSR off and the result \DR. 
This follows from the EPR criterion of reality stated above. This element of 
reality exists in sample S_ (setup [on-on]) as well, as can be deduced from 
our consequence of causality and the fact that setups [on-on] and [on-off] 
differ only after time tR. 

3. There existed an element of reality corresponding to the observation \DR 
in setup [on-off] in events of sample Sm at a time tc, i.e. just before any 
measurement has taken place. This is a consequence of locality as defined 
above. The element of reality corresponding to \DR is not disturbed nor 
created by the measurement on the left. Since such an element exists at IR, 
i.e. some small time after the measurement on the left, it exists also at some 
time prior to that measurement. The difference between its form at fj, and 
at tR is just time evolution. Let is call D°H

IJ the form in which this element 
is at time tL. DR

/J is present in sample S. (setup [on-off]), and in sample 5_ 
(setup [on-on]), at time tc for the same reason the evolved form of DR

n 

was present in S. and 5_ at time tR, because of causality. Causality indeed 
implies that the evolution between ti and tR be the same in setups [on-on] 
and [on-off] . 
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4. At time tL, there are samples of events in setups (off-off] and [off-on] with the 
same distributions of elements of reality as in samples 5 . (setup [on-off]) and 
S. (setup [on-on]). This is also the consequence of causality. These samples 
will be called S x in setup (off-off] and 5 . in setup [off-on]. All these samples 
contain the element DR" in particular. 

5. The presence of the element D%J >*» sample Sx (setup [off-off]) triggers the 
same outcome \DR on the right in the events of this sample as in those of 5 . 
(setup [on-off]). This is the consequence of locality as it is formulated above. 
Then the result \CL has to be seen on the left, because all other outcomes 
associated with \DR are zero in Table 1 for setup [off-off] (boxes marked 
with a x ) . Therefore, at time ti before the measurement on the left, in the 
events of S* (setup [off-off]), the element of reality D^1, which is used by 
the theory to describe the system, allows one to predict not only \DR on the 
right, but also \CL on the left with certainty. a 

6. In events belonging to Sx (setup [off-off]), there is an element of reality C£* 
at time tL. The existence of the element C?1 in this sample follows from 
the criterion of reality and from point 5. The element C^j1 exists also in 
sample S0 (setup [off-on]), because all our samples have been defined (point 4) 
to contain the same distributions of elements of reality. 

7. The element C£" will also trigger the observation of Wi on the left in events 
of sample 5, (setup [off-on]) as in Sx (setup [off-off]). This is a consequence 
of causality because the difference between setups [off-on] and [off-off] plays 
a role only after Z/j. Then the outcome on the right is necessarily 1 OR, since 
the only non-zero probability associated with \Ci on the left is for \DR on 
the right according to Table 1 for setup [off-on] (all boxes marked with a o 

'Note that, in setup [off-off], beam splitter BSL is off and the outcome on the left with BSL on 
is unknown to the observer. Therefore, the observer can never know whether or not a particular 
event in his experiment belongs to sample Sx, thus, before the measurement on the right, be sure 
that the system contains the element DJ,"; at time tL, he cannot predict ICt with BSL off with 
certainty. However, among the events described by the theory at time iL, there are well defined 
events with element lfR

u present (sample S* in particular), for which the theory has to predict 
outcome \CL with BSL off with a (conditional) probability equal to unity. There is a 100% 
correlation between the future outcome \CL with BSL off and the elements of reality present in 
the description of events of Sx at time iL. This is what is meant by the word "certainty" at this 
point of the paper. It is considered to be of the same nature as that "certainty" that is referred 
to in the EPR criterion of reality. 
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mean zero). For the events of 5 . (setup [off-onl), the element C£" allows 
not only \Ci on the left, but also ID* on the right to be predicted with 
certainty at time tL. 

8. At time tL, in sample 50 (setup [off-on]), there is an element of reality D% 
corresponding to the outcome ID*. This follows from the criterion of reality 
and point 7. The element DJJ* exists also in sample S- (setup [on-on]), since, 
by definition, all samples have the same distributions of elements of reality 
at time ti. 

9. The element D% makes it necessary for \DR to be seen in sample 5 -
(setup [on-on]) as in sample 5„ (setup [off-on]). This is a consequence of 
locality. 

Sample S_ was defined in setup [on-on] as the sample that contains all events 
where \CL is seen on the left. From our hypotheses, we conclude that ID* must 
be what is observed on the right in all events of 5_. However Table 1 predicts 
observation of outcomes ICLICR in a fraction j$ of the events in setup [on-on]. 
There is no possibility to describe these ICLICR events in setup [on-on] and, at the 
same time, respect all our hypotheses, i.e. the hypotheses behind the predictions 
of Table 1 and, our criterion of reality, causality, and locality on the other. One at 
least of these hypotheses must be failing. 

Generalization to Non-Ideal Equipment. 

AP easy way out of the above argument is to point out that the predictions 
of Table 1 are for ideal equipment with 100% efficiencies and no background. 
Therefore the contradiction exists only in circumstances that never occur in nature. 
A relevant and rigorous demonstration must take into account a small amount of 
unce.tainty that is unavoidable. 

Indeed, if the concept of elements of reality were restricted to cases that could 
be predicted with certainty, not only the above demonstration would be restricted 
to purely gedanken experiments, also the original EPR experiment [2] would lose 
its relevancy to quantum mechanics. The wave function used in the EPR argument 
cannot be normalized. A wave function that cannot be normalized is not admissible 
in quantum mechanics. Its use in the EPR argument can be justified only as the 
limit of a sequence of admissible normalized wave functions. One has to assume 
that the concept of reality applies to some wave functions in the sequence before the 
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limit is reached but, for these normalized wave functions, positions and momenta 
are net predicted with certainty anymore, contrary to the original formulation of 
the EPR criterion. Whatever the motivation is, there is a need to generalize the 
EPR criterion of reality to include quantities that can be predicted with almost, 
but not quite, 100% certainty. 

Let us define a number, £, between zero and one, that expresses how much we 
are willing to deviate from absolute certainty. The value of c is of course arbitrary 
and subjective, but a relatively small value corresponds obviously to the notion of 
prediction with almost 100% certainty. The demonstration below is valid for any 
value of f ; we will discuss in the next chapter the meaning of a "large" t. 

We reformulate the EPR criterion of reality as follows : 

Generalized Criterion : If, without in any way disturbing a system, we 
can predict with near certainty, (i.e. with probability p larger than 
or equal to 1 — c) the value of a physical quantity, then there exist... 
elements of physical reality corresponding to this physical quantity. 

Now elements of reality are associated with probability distributions of values of 
physical quantities. If a physical quantity corresponds to elements of reality, the 
probability of the quantity taking a certain value in an experiment is the average 
of all probabilities corresponding to the different elements of reality involved. The 
probability p referred to in the criterion is such an average; it is the probability 
of the most likely value. The properties associated with these elements of reality 
have to be rewritten : 

Implied Property : If the same elements of reality exist in two different 
setups where the physical quantity is measured and if the elements are 
not disturbed by the operation of changing one setup into the other, 
the corresponding probability distribution of the physical quantity will 
be the same in the two setups. 

If a theory is causal, neither the probability distributions of outcomes of mea
surements performed at times t nor the elements of reality existing at times t are 
disturbed by changing the experimental conditions at times > t. 

Consequence of causality : If two setups differ only by experimental 
conditions at times > t, the distributions of elements of reality are the 
same in the two setups; and the theory predicts the same probability 
distributions of outcomes of measurement at times < r. 
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If the theory is not only causa/ but bad, neither an element of reality on the 
right nor the probability of an outcome of a measurement on the right is disturbed 
instantaneously by changes of experimental conditions on the left. 

Consequence of locality : If two setups differ only by experimental con
ditions on the left and, at times > ij,, the same elements of reality on 
the right will correspond to the same probability distributions of ob
served values in both setups. 

With these definitions, probabilities of outcomes do not have to be assumed to 
be equal to the values of Table 1, but only approximately equal. In this section, 
we will show that probabilities approximately equal to those of Table 1 are incom
patible with causality and locality as defined above. Let us define the probabilities 

Ps of seeing WL in setup [on-off], regardless of what is seen on the right; 

P. of having \CL but not \DR in setup [on-off]; 

Px of having \DR but not Wi in setup [off-off]; 

Po of having \Ci but not \DR in setup [orT-on]; 

P_ of having \Ci but not \DR in setup [on-on]. 

Probabilities Ps and P- are approximately jg and ^ , respectively; P., Px, and 
Ps, which are zero in Table 1, may now be different from zero but small. Given a 
value for the quantity c used in the generalized criterion of reality, let us assume 

P. + Px + Po , ,._. 
P~s 

To make the argument as concrete as possible, let us assume further that the 
experiment described here is performed four times, once with each setup, with 
the same large number N of events in each case. We can thus neglect statistical 
fluctuations. 

As before, let us consider events where the result lCx has been seen, on the 
left, with beam splitter BSL on, i.e. sample S. in setup [on-off] and sample 5_ 
in setup [on-on]. These samples represent a number PsN of events, identical in 
sample 5. and in sample 5 . because of causality. 
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1. In sample 5. (setup [on-off]), the outcome on the right is IDR in a number of 
events equal to {Ps — P.)N, because of the definition of Ps and of P. above. 
These events represent a fraction 1 - jr of the PSN events of samples 5. 
and S_, i.e a fraction larger than i - c because of Ineq. (17). Then, the 
result IDR can be predicted with almost certainty at time t« just before the 
measurement at the right. 

2. In the events of sample 5., at time t«, there exist elements of reality, corre
sponding to the outcome of the me. -urement on the right with BSR off and 
the result IDR. This follows from the generalized criterion of reality stated 
above. These elements of reality exist in sample S_ (setup [on-on]), as can be 
concluded from the same argument as the one used in the previous section. 

3. There existed elements of reality corresponding to the most likely observa
tion IDR in setup [on-off] in events of sample 5. at time *z just before the 
measurement at the left. This is a consequence of locality as it was already 
mentioned at point 3 of the previous section. Here also we call DR

f/ these 
elements of reality as they are at time ti. The elements DR are present in 
sample S. (setup [on-off]) and in sample 5_ (setup [on-on]), at time tx, for 
the same reason as in the previous section, because causality implies that the 
evolution between ti and tR is the same in setups [on-on] and [on-off] as in 
any other period < tn. 

4. At time ti, there are samples of events in setups [off-off] and [off-on] with the 
same distributions of elements of reality as in samples S. (setup [on-off]) and 
5_ (setup [on-on]). It is a consequence of causality as stated above. These 
samples will be called 5X in setup [off-off] and S0 in setup [off-on] as in the 
previous section. Since N is the total number of events of the experiment 
in each setup and because of causality at time II, the number of events 
in Sx and S0 is PsN, as in samples 5. and 5_. All the samples contain the 
elements DR

f/ in particular. 

5. The presence of elements D0^1 in sample Sx (setup [off-ofT]) triggers the 
same outcome IDR on the right in {Ps - P.)N events of this sample as 
in S. (setup [on-off]). This is the consequence of locality as it is formu
lated here. This fraction of events is also a subsample of the sample S'u 

of all events where \DR is observed on the right in setup [off-off]. Accord
ing to the definition of Px, S;" contains only PKN events with \CL not 
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observed on the left. It follows that sample Sx contains fewer than PXN 
events with IDR but not ICL seen, therefore more than (Ps -P.- PX)N 
events of type ICLIDR. At time ij, before the measurement on the left, in 
the events of sample Sx (setup [ofT-off]), the elements of reality D%J allow 
one to predict not only IDR on the right in a fraction larger than 1 - -p3- of 

P + P 
the events, but also ICL on the left in a fraction larger than 1 * p *. 

6. In events belonging to Sx (setup [off-off]), at time tL, there are elements of 
reality C°t

!i corresponding to the most likely outcome ICL w»th BSL off. 
The existence of C°L

U in this sample follows from the generalized criterion of 
reality, from Ineq. (17), and from point 5. The elements Cjj1 exist also in 
sample S0 (setup [off-on]) since, again, all our samples have been defined as 
containing the same distributions of elements of reality. 

7. The elements C°L
!I will also trigger the observation of ICL on the left in more 

than (Ps- P. — Px)N events of sample S„ (setup [off-on]) as in sample 5X 

(setup [off-off]). It is a consequence of causality. This subsample of more 
than (Ps — P. — P*)N events is also a subsample of the sample S?' of all 
events where ICL is seen in setup [off-on] but, in S*", the outcome on the 
right is not IDR only in P,N events. Therefore there are fewer than P0N 
events with outcomes ICL but not IDR and more than (Ps — P. — P* — Po)N 
events of type \CL\DR in sample 50- At time ij,, the elements Cff* allow 
one to predict IDR on the right for the events of 5e (setup [off-on]) with a 

probability larger than 1 - P' + P? + P°. 

8. At time tx, in sample S0 (setup [off-on]), there are elements of reality Df? 
corresponding to the measurement on the right and with the most likely 
outcome IDR. This follows from the criterion of reality, Ineq. (17), and 
point 7. The elements DJJ* exist also in sample 5_ (setup [on-on]). 

9. The elements DJ? are responsible for IDR being seen in a number of events 
larger than (Ps-P.-Px-P0)N in sample S. (setup [on-on]) as in sample S0 

(setup [off-on]). This is a consequence of locality. It follows that there are no 
more than (P. + Px + P„)N events that do not have IDR seen on the right 
in sample 5_. 
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Sample 5_ was defined in setup [on-on] as a sample that contains all events 
where \Ct is seen on the left. From our hypotheses, we conclude that an outcome 
other than IDR cannot be observed on the right in more than (P. + P% + PQ)N of 
the PSN events of S_. However the number of events where \Ci but not ID,, is 
seen in setup [on-on] is measurable experimentally and predicted by the theory. It 
is P.N according to the definition of P_ above. Therefore our hypotheses, i.e. our 
criterion of reality, causality, and locality, can be compatible with the theoretical 
predictions only if 

P. + P« + ft > P- • (18) 

Ineq. (18) is a form of Bell inequality. It is equivalent to a form given by Clauser 
and Home [5]. It is obviously violated by the probabilities shown in Table 1 for 
ideal equipment, because then the left hand side is zero and the right hand side is 
5g. It is also violated if the deviations from the numbers shown in Table 1 are small 
with respect to ±. Therefore we can conclude that, with the generalized criterion 
of reality, quantum mechanics applied to an experiment that can be performed is 
incompatible with locality. 

Discussion and Conclusions. 

Bell's theorem [1] has been demonstrated using a criterion of reality based on 
quantities predicted almost with certainty. If that theorem could only be demon
strated with predictions made with 100% certainty, then it would be of purely 
academic significance. Indeed, non-locality could never be shown to play a role in 
any circumstance of actual life. The demonstration of Bell's theorem in this article 
as. umes existence of elements of reality also when predictions differ from certainty 
by an arbitrary amount e, therefore in circumstances that may actually happen. 
The demonstration shows, in a mathematically rigorous way, how to approach the 
limit of absolute certainty which corresponds to e equal to zero. 

In common language, predictions are said to be certain when the degree of 
uncertainty e is small but finite. Clocks are sometimes taken as examples of deter
ministic systems, which can be predicted with certainty [10]. However, clocks are 
believed to be very large quantum systems. The prediction of their future behavior 
is affected by a quantic ambiguity with a very tiny probability. Certainty, for them, 
is an approximation, though a very good one indeed. In day-to-day life, there are 
predictions that are considered as being "certain" even though they are affected by 
uncertainties that are much larger than the quantum uncertainties of macroscopic 
systems such as clocks. The goal of the demonstration of Bell's theorem in this 
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article was to show the non-locality of quantum theory in the presence of these 
generally neglected small ambiguities. 

It is not universally agreed that only predictions made with certainty or with 
quasi-certainty imply the existence of elements .' reality. At one extreme, if no 
degree of certainty is required, then the above demonstration is still valid with e = 1 
in our expressions. In this case, the domain of validity for our demonstration is the 
same as for those demonstrations with hidden variables associated with probability 
distributions of measurement outcomes [5]. It leads to the same Bell's inequality, 
Ineq. (18). For any large value of c, in particular for c = 1, the key requirement to 
make the demonstration valid is not to satisfy Ineq. (17), it is to violate Ineq. (18). 

To insure a violation of Ineq. (18), some conditions on the efficiencies of the 
counters and on the amount of background tolerable have to be satisfied. In 
the experiment described here, considering only the outcomes that are relevant 
for the demonstration, imperfect efficiencies transform CDi and ICLIDR events 
into ICLOIR counts, as well as CDR, 2DR, and ICLIDR events into OHIDR. 

Background will contribute to the channels with one photon detected on one side 
and none on the other side, including channels \CtfhR and OJLIDR relevant to 
the demonstration. Let us call £ th* bacl.jround contribution into these channels, 
assuming that it is the same in all setups, and r> the efficiency of the counters. The 
effect of inefficiencies and background on the probabilities P„PXlP0,P-, and Ps 
of the various outcomes defined above can be estimated as : 

P. = C + |«?(l-»?) , (19) 

P* = C + ftf l - iO, (20) 

P. = C + | i ? ( l - n ) , (21) 

P. = C + ^ 1 - 9 ) + ^ , (22) 

Ps = C + |»?(l-»7) + ^ 7 2 . (23) 

Introducing these values into Ineqs. (17) and (18), we conclude that non-locality 
can be demonstrated only if (i.e. Ineq. (17) satisfied) : 

C <l8lfcj( ( 2 1-2 f^-3(7-£))' <24) 
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and if (i.e. Ineq. (18) violated) : 

C < ^(37.? - 36) . (25) 

In particular, 

the condition being sufficient only when t is large and ( = 0, and 

«s- (27) 

the condition being sufficient only when e is large and TJ = l. 
For i = 1, the minimum efficiency required to demonstrate Bell's theorem with 

this experiment is much more than n = §, i.e. the value required by other kinds 
of experiments [11]. Therefore, the experiment suggested here is well suited for 
an illustration of the non-local phenomena only when a high degree of certainty 
(small e) is required to define elements of reality. Otherwise, the experiment is 
unnecessarily difficult and there are easier ways to exhibit a relevant violation of 
Bell's inequality experimentally. 
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Appendix 

Optimizing the Reflectivities. 
The beam splitters BS0,L and BS0,n may be constructed in such a way that a 

fraction 1/(1 + 2a7) of the wave gets transmitted (instead of 1/3 as in the text, 
corresponding to o = 1), while a fraction 2o2/(l + 2a2) gets reflected (instead of 
2/3). In this case, the two-photon state after BSQ,L and BSO.R is: 

* = (l + 2o')*U t + iQ^ VL^U* + iQy^ VR) <28) 
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The beam splitter BSp transmits 1/2 of each wave and reflects the remaining 
1/2. After point P, the two-photon state il>p can therefore be written as : 

1>P = /, • » iduL - a WI> + *° *"*)(«* _ Q WR + IO WL) 
(1 + 2or) 

(l + 2a1)1 

+ io (uiict - a wiwi + UflW/i - a WRWR)] (29) 

where the states w^wi and UJIWA are normalized to 2 in order to satisfy Bose 
statistics. 

The terms utwt and WLWI in Eq. (29) contribute only to probabilities of out
comes with two photons on the left and none on the right, with a total probability 
of a3 /(l + 2a3); the terms URWR and WRWR contribute only to no photons on the 
left and two on the right, with a total probability of o3 / ( l + 2a3) too. The terms 
"tun* «i,f fl, and WIUR contribute to probabilities of outcomes with one photon 
on the left and one on the right, with a total probability of 1/(1 +2a3) . Individual 
probabilities depend on the particular setup and are computed below. 

In setup [off-off], without any of the beam splitters BSL and BSR in front of 
the counters, the two-photon state is : 

^oil-oil = i . o 7^CLCR ~ a C t < /* - ° C*<k 

+ to cidL + JO CR<IR - to2 dLdL - ia2 <forffl] (30) 

The beam splitters BSL and BSR can be constructed in such a way that they 
transmit 1/(1 +/33) of each wave and reflect the remaining 02/(l + 02). They are 
set up with a 90° phase shift on wi and WR . Then, when BSL is on, 

«* "• TTrTM^ + W (31) 

WL •j=Lp(0cL-idL) (32) 

and, when BSR is on, 

f f i •jLp(cR + i0dR) (33) 

w* ~* vtW{0CR~idR) (34) 
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Then, in setup [on-off]: 

+-*" = (1 -r 2aVl + P[{1 ~ Q/?) CLC* " ° Cld* + ,(Q + P) CB4L 

- iap dLdR + ta/?(l - aP)/y/l + P2 cLcL 

+ a( 1 - 07 - 2a0)/y/l + 02 cLdL + ia(a + p)/y/l+/P dLdL 

+ iay/rV^CRdR-i^y/rr^dM (35) 

Similarly, in setup [off-on]: 

^"-< m = (1 -f 2c2)(l + /?»)[(1 ~ Q/3) CLCR * i{° * ^ Ct</H ~ ° '*** 

- tap dLdR + iay/l+02 cLdL - ia2yjl + /?' «fe(iL 

+ »<*0(1 - a /?) / / l7 /P CflCf, + a(l - 0* - 2o/?)/^l + 0* cRdR 

+ ia(a + P)/Jl + 0*dRdR) (36) 

and, in setup [on-on]: 

*m-m = (1 4 2oa)(l + P2)^ ~ 2Q/?) ^ + l ( ° " Q/?> + 0) CLd* 
+ i(o - a02 + 0) Cfldt - (2a + /?)0 J^/j + ia0{l - a0) cLcL 

+ a(l-02- 2a0) cLdL + io(o + 0) dLdL + ia/?(l - a0) cRcR 

+ a(l-/?2-2a/?)cH</K + ia(a + 0] dRdR] (37) 

In Ek)s. (30), (35), (36), and (37), the symmetric states CLCL , cRcR , d^di , 
and <fo<fo are normalized to 2. 

For our demonstration, we need the probability of the outcome CiCR to be 
zero in setups [off-on] and [on-off]. This is realized if : 

OL0 = 1 (38) 

The entries of Table 1 are computed using a = 1 and P = 1, whereas in Ref. [8], 
where a similar experiment is proposed, the values a = l/\/2 and P = y/2 are 
assumed. Both sets of values satisfy the above condition. 
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If this condition (38) is satisfied, the two-photon states become, for the various 
setups (Vty/-o// being obviously unchanged) : 

*~" = Y^[-^^CLdR+iy/TT^CRdL-i^^dLdR 

- a cidt + *<* cRdR + ia2 d^di - to2 dRdR) (39) 

*//-- = Th*{iy^icLdR-J^CRdL-i7^dLdR 

+ to ct^t - o cRdR - ia2 dLdi + to2 dRdR] (40) 

Vw-<m = . , 2 a at i •LCr2^~Qa CLCR + **3 Ct<** + ia3 CRdL 

- (1 + 2a2) (fo/*) - a cLdL - a cndR + ia2 <Mi, + ia2 dRdR] (41) 

One way to optimize the experimental conditions consists of looxing for the 
largest possible signal for the outcome CtCR in setup [on-on], since this quantity 
should be zero if locality were satisfied. This is realized when a = 2~1^4 = 0.84. In 
these conditions, one gets for the probability of outcome CLCR the value 0.029, 
instead of 0.028 (= 35) when a = 1. 

Alternatively one may look for the value of a which corresponds to the least 
stringent conditions on the required counter efficiencies or on the value of the 
tolerable background. In the general case, Ineq. (18) becomes : 

For ( = 0, this corresponds to : 

" > ' / ( I + ( H 4 H . 7 > (43) 

and for rj = 1, to : 

C < 2 ( l + 2a J )* ( l+o ' ) ' ( 4 4 ) 

The limiting values of rj and ( are very weakly dependent on a, with 0 = 1.5 
corresponding to the less stringent values. Then TJ = 0.97 for ( = 0 and 
( = 0.018 fori? = 1. 
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BS, 

D, 

BSO.L 

U.V. Photon 

Figure 1: General display of the experiment. The beam splitters BSL and BSR 
are removable, allowing four different setups. 
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